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- Design, Fabrication, Testing & Calibration 
at NASA-MSFC
Integration of Experiments 
on GRO Spacecraft in California
Radioactive Source Survey of 
BATSE on the GRO Spacecraft in




















• Good sensitivity for Epeak of most GRBs
• Moderate spectral capabilities – (good enough for 
most time/spectral correlations and time resolved spectral 
studies
BATSE - Major GRB Results
Global properties of GRB Distributions:
• Intensity Distribution & Sky Distribution
• Not consistent with any Galactic Distribution, nearby extra-
gal objects, incl. large clusters
• Strong Indications that GRBs were at cosmological 
distances (Although BeppoSAX nailed it)
Comprehensive Temporal/Spectral Studies
Two Populations of GRBs
Rapid GRB Response: beginning of Bacodine/GCN -
led to breakthrough wide-field observations (e.g. GRB990123) 
BATSE Legacy
• Largest sample (2704); full-sky, 9+ years in 
operation
• Well- characterized, full-sky instrument
• Likely will not be exceeded for several decades
• Led to GCN Network  (S. Barthelmy)
 Many Hundreds of Papers Based on 


















A Few Major BATSE 
GRB Results
1991-2000
Diversity of GRB Profiles & 
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